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ABSTRACT: Delineation of lung fields in presence of diffuse lung diseases (DLPDs), such as in-
terstitial pneumonias (IP), challenges segmentation algorithms. To deal with IP patterns affecting
the lung border an automated image texture classification scheme is proposed. The proposed seg-
mentation scheme is based on supervised texture classification between lung tissue (normal and
abnormal) and surrounding tissue (pleura and thoracic wall) in the lung border region. This re-
gion is coarsely defined around an initial estimate of lung border, provided by means of Markov
Radom Field modeling and morphological operations. Subsequently, a support vector machine
classifier was trained to distinguish between the above two classes of tissue, using textural feature
of gray scale and wavelet domains. 17 patients diagnosed with IP, secondary to connective tis-
sue diseases were examined. Segmentation performance in terms of overlap was 0.924± 0.021,
and for shape differentiation mean, rms and maximum distance were 1.663±0.816, 2.334±1.574
and 8.0515±6.549 mm, respectively. An accurate, automated scheme is proposed for segmenting
abnormal lung fields in HRC affected by IP
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1 Introduction
A number of algorithms have been proposed for lung border delineation accuracy [1]–[5]. Most
of these techniques have been tested on normal lungs with the exception of [3, 4], who dealt with
focal pathologies attached to lung borders. Recently, the challenge of segmenting lung fields in
presence pathologies affecting lung border is highlighted by Sluimer et al. [5].
Among lung pathologies, a special category is interstitial pneumonias, whose quantification
and characterization is a difficult task for radiologists, due to complexity and variability of their
morphologic patterns.
High resolution computed tomography (HRCT) is the choice to image Diffuse Parenchymal
Lung Disease (DPLD) such as interstitial pneumonias (IP). Several computer aided diagnostic
schemes for DLPDs on HRCT have been proposed [6]–[8]. These systems focus on the final
stages of lung analysis, utilizing manual or automated thresholding techniques in a suboptimal way
for lung field delineation. This may have serious consequences in the analysis steps that follow,
due to exclusion of DLPDs regions or inclusion of surrounding lung tissue areas.
In this work, a segmentation algorithm is proposed for delineating abnormal lung border. The
system exploits the combination of two increasingly complex segmentation methods. The Markov
Random Field (MRF) unsupervised segmentation technique was chosen to provide an initial esti-
mate of the lung border. This estimate in combination with morphological operations was utilized
to define a lung border search region. The final segmentation result was obtained by exploiting tex-
ture differentiation between lung tissue (normal and abnormal) and lung surrounding tissue (pleura
and thoracic wall) in this region. Two categories of textural features (1st and 2nd order statistics),
were extracted from original gray level and wavelet coefficient domains. Following, a support vec-
tor machine classifier is used to distinguish lung tissue from surrounding tissue resulting in the final
delineation of lung border. The proposed system is applied on a dataset containing HRCT images
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Figure 1. Arrows indicate: (a) Initial lung border produced by MRF segmentation, (b) inner and outer
border of the LBR region.
with complex pathologies affecting lung borders. The performance of the proposed method is as-
sessed using quantitative metrics, by comparing automatically derived lung borders to the manually
traced borders from an experienced radiologist.
2 Methods and materials
2.1 Lung Border Segmentation (LBR)
The first step of the method utilizes an unsupervised segmentation scheme to coarsely define a
lung border search region on which further segmentation using textural features and supervised
classification is exploited for lung border refinement. In this region characteristic IP image patterns
affecting segmentation accuracy are expected to be found.
An unsupervised MRF based segmentation algorithm was implemented to provide an initial
estimate of lung border. Image segmentation using MRF provides the advantage of seamless in-
tegration of spatial relationships with various image features, into a segmentation procedure. The
technique proposed by Deng and Clausi [9] is adopted using a function-based parameter to weight
the two components (spatial relations and image features) in a MRF model to produce a more
accurate segmentation result.
Morphological operations were applied on the initial estimate of the lung border, as identified
MRF labelling to define the LBR. Specifically dilation using a circular structural element, whose
radius was empirically selected to be 10 pixels was applied to define the outer border of the LBR,
while erosion was applied to define it’s inner border. Figure 1 demonstrates the defined LBR of a
characteristic case of the sample analyzed.
2.2 Lung Border Refinement by local texture analysis
Following lung border region identification, a supervised classification scheme was implemented
to distinguish between lung parenchyma (normal and abnormal) and surrounding tissue (fat muscle
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and bones) based on image features extracted from a sliding ROI in LBR region. A decision for
the central pixel of the sliding ROI regarding tissue category is obtained by means of SVM.
From each ROI (9x9 pixels), features related to gray level and wavelet domain texture were
extracted with the latter aiming to capture edge information. Specifically, 5 first order statistics
were derived from the local histogram (mean, standard deviation, skewness, entropy and kurtosis).
13 second order statistics were computed from the local co-occurrence matrix [10] using one pixel
step. Each second-order statistic feature was represented by two values, the mean and range over
the 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ the co-occurrence (13× 2 features). In total 62 textural features were
calculated for each ROI.
A non linear Support Vector Machine classifier was used with a Gaussian kernel. All the pa-
rameters for the SVM classifier were automatically derived according to Radius/Margin bound [11].
The SVM was chosen as in case of non-linearly separable classes, the SVM classifier first maps
the patterns to a higher-dimension feature space using a kernel transformation. A training sample
of 300 ROIs extracted from LBRs, corresponding to 5 scans not included in the dataset, were used
to train the classifier.
An effort was made to reduce feature dimensionality, aiming to potentially increase class sep-
aration and reduce time need for SVM training, by means of feature ranking. Features were ranked
using Student’s t-test. The top 10 were selected and exhaustive search was carried out. The clas-
sifier was designed using every possible feature-combination, among the top 10 selected features,
each time testing the classifier’s accuracy with the leave one out method. The feature-combination
that demonstrated the highest classification accuracy with the smallest number of features was
selected. These features were: mean of sum average, mean of sum variance, mean of difference en-
tropy, mean gray level and skewness calculated from original image and mean of sum entropy cal-
culated on wavelet magnitude coefficient A training accuracy of Az=0.9986±0.0083was obtained.
From each location of the sliding ROI in the LBR the above 5 features were extracted and
used as input to the SVM classifier along with the training sample. The output of the classifier
was a decision regarding the central pixel of the sliding block thus providing the final lung border.
Figure 2 provides representative examples of lung border segmentation with the proposed method
for (figure 2a) a honeycombing pattern and (figure 2b) a combined pattern of groundglass opacities,
interstitial thickening, traction bronhiectases and honey combing.
2.3 Dataset
17 patients diagnosed with IP, secondary to connective tissue diseases were examined using an
HRCT protocol (LightSpeed16 GE) in the department of Radiology at the University Hospital of
Patras. 120 slices depicting abnormal lung boundary were selected for analysis. The image matrix
size was 512×512 and mean pixel size 0.6 mm.
3 Results and discussion
In this work, an automated method for lung field segmentation was developed and validated. The
method combines an unsupervised MRF technique to provide an initial estimate of the lung border.
The initial lung border along with morphological processing is used to define a search border
region (LBR), mostly affected by IP patterns. A supervised texture analysis scheme, based on a
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. Two examples of lung border segmentation (a) Honeycombing (b) a case with Groundglass opac-
ities, Interstitial thickening, Traction bronhiectases and findings of Honeycombing.
SVM classifier is applied on the LBR, and used to distinguish lung tissue from surrounding tissue
resulting in the final delineation of lung border.
The accuracy of segmentation algorithm is evaluated using quantitative metrics, by comparing
automatically derived lung borders to the manually traced borders from an experienced radiologist.
Segmentation performance in terms of overlap was 0.924± 0.021, and for shape differentiation
mean, rms and maximum distance were 1.663± 0.816, 2.334± 1.574 and 8.0515± 6.549 mm,
respectively.
The processing time required to segment a slice, using a 2.6 GHz core duo Intel processor with
2 GB RAM, is approximately 8 min.
Comparison of method performance with other recently proposed lung field segmentation
methods for CT data cannot be directly achieved owing to different datasets utilized. A recently
reported atlas based lung segmentation scheme [5], tested on a pathological database containing
10 characteristic cases, reported volume overlap and mean absolute surface distance of 0.93±0.04
and 1.48±1.22 mm respectively.
Finally, improvement of the proposed method should deal with a more robust automatic identi-
fication of the LBR, possibly taking into account anatomical landmarks, as well as experimentation
with additional textural features.
4 Conclusions
An automated lung segmentation algorithm was developed combining unsupervised and super-
vised techniques. The proposed method was tested on a data set containing HRCT images of
patients diagnosed with interstitial pneumonia. Results demonstrate an accurate system both in
terms of volume and shape. The method could be used as an initial step in applications aimed at
computerized classification and quantification of diffuse lung disease abnormalities.
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